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The Image of Fairfield

Beach landlord Ganim vows lawsuit
By Brian Williams
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The Connecticut Post's publication of the Fairfield BeachAssociation's
"Dirty Dozen" loudest, most suspect
houses at the beach has driven landlord
George W. Ganim to threaten a lawsuit
for defamation of character since his
home is one of the accused.
Ganim, the father of Bridgeport
Mayor Joseph P. Ganim and Democratic
Senate candidate Thomas Ganim, is enraged over the inclusion of his name and
house number on the Fairfield Beach
Association's list. This list consists of the
houses the association feels are in the
greatest violation of the law.
In the wake of the threat, Colleen Sheriden, the President Elect of the
Fairfield Beach Association, claimed the
list was not official. However "official"
it may or may not have been, the list was
given to and printed in the Friday, October 23 issue of The Connecticut Post.
Fairfield First Selectman Kenneth Flatto
along with other association members

claimed that the list had been assembled
by and presented to town officials by the
association members. ,
Ganim, who resides in Easton,
rents his home at 1019 Fairfield Beach
Road to four University students and became extremely angry when the association assumed and accused that more than
four lived there. With all of the attention surrounding the issue, one resident
of the house declined to comment on the
issue.
Kim Soen, President of the Student Beach Resident Association, is
listed in the Stag, as one of the residents
at 1019 Fairfield Beach Road. Gwen
Vendley, Dean of Students, has applauded Soen's efforts to ease the beach
crisis in the past. Soen could not be
reached for comment on the issue of
Ganim's lawsuit.
Ganim's home originally appeared at the top of the "Dirty Dozen"
list compiled by the 200 member association. The list claims as many as 12
students live in many of the houses in
the beach area. While state zoning regulations permit a maximum of six unre-

Photo: NickOuimet
1019 Fairfield Beach Road, otherwise known as the Overlook, topped the list of the Fairfield
Beach Road Association's "Dirty Dozen."
acter. I have not spent a lifetime of characlated persons to live under one roof, the
ter building for you to take a 'cheap shot'
town's ordinance permits no more than
at my reputation and in doing so, damage
four in the beach district.
the political reputations of my two sons."
After reading his name and
Declining comment on Ganim's
house number among the "Dirty Dozen"
letter on the grounds that she had not seen
in The Connecticut Post, Ganim reit, Colleen Sheridan did say in The Consponded with a letter to Steve Laitman, a
necticut Post that, "The Fairfield Beach
member of the association. In his letter
Association has taken no official stand to
he angrily states that: "Unless you imdate on any rental housing in the beach
mediately correct this public smear, I inarea."
continued on p. 3
tend to bring a suit for defamation of char-

More money please...
Students and faculty present arguments for increasing the budget of their programs
By Dana Ambrosini
NEWS EDITOR
The University Finance Committee is holding its second open budget
forum today at 3:45 p.m. in the Faculty
Dining Room of the BCC for students
and faculty interested in getting more
money for their programs for the next fiscal year.
The first meeting, held thisTuesday, featured requests for an increase in
funding for Theatre Fairfield, the department of visual and performing arts,
Nyselius Library, faculty awards, and the
School of Business.
"It's worth doing," said Dr.
continued on p. 4

Shirley
Chisholm
to visit
Fairfield
By Courtney Darts
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

photo: Dana Ambrosini

Members of Theatre Fairfield were the first group to present their case for additional
funding.

After disappointing turnouts at
several events designed to raise
multicultural awareness at Fairfield, the
Student Association (FUSA) has booked
a prominent politician and public figure
to speak at this year's Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day celebration.
continued on p. 3

Inside this edition...
Former
NY Times
editor to speak,

How safe are
you in the
residence halls?

see p. 4 for details
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Notorious
townswoman
speaks out,
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Janet Leigh
commemorates
Hitchcock,
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Conference
tournament
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Campus Beat
Brian Williams
Assistant News Editor
October 23
1:22 a.m.- A plastic recycling bin was set on fire outside Campion on the
loading dock. Security extinguished the fire.
October 24
1:32 p.m.-A student reported various items stolen from his room in Gonzaga
Hall.
October 25
1:11 a.m.-A student was punched in the face by another student. The case
was sent to judicial and the student was sent to the health center
4:21 a.m.- A cigarette was jammed into the vents of a smoke detector in
Jogues, causing the fire alarm to sound and the building to be evacuated.
6:56 a.m.- The license plates to Security car #4 Were stolen while Security
was responding to an incident. Anyone with information is asked to contact Security
All tips remain anonymous.
October 30
7:09 p.m.- A motorcycle was stolen from the townhouses.
October 31
4:21 a.m.-A candy machine in Dolan was smashed open and robbed. Security, in the area, identified two suspects. The case has been sent to judicial.

Announcements
Faculty, students and administrators are invited to attend a memorial mass
for Reverend Maurice Wong, S J., a math professor who died on June 3. The
mass will be held at 12:10 p.m. on Friday, November 6 in the Egan Chapel.

Classifieds
GREAT PAY AND FOOD!
Pequot Yacht Club, located 4 miles from campus on
Southport Harbor always needs students to assist in kitchen
and clubhouse Saturdays and/or Sundays 10-3pm.
If interested please call 255-5749 or 259-7847
PART TIME HELP WANTED
Leisure Tours international needs Part Time help with our national
marketing program. Must be willing to work 2-4 days per week, 4-6
hour shifts between 3pm-9pm. Outgoing personality and good phone
skills are a must! Compensation includes $6.00 per hour and a free
Spring Break trip! If needed free transportation
to and from work can be provided...Call 373-1700
Westport/ Fairfield line family seeks help with care of toddler.
Twenty hours per week, Tuesday through Friday, flexible schedule.
Must have own transportation, be non-smoking, and fluent in English
but fluency in French also a plus. Call (203) 255-3625.
HELP WANTED
Companion to support young woman with developmental disabilities
to afternoon activities on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 3-7:30pm,
$12/hr. Must be eligible for a public service license.
Callstar...846-9581EOE
SPEEDY RESEARCH
Reports: $6 per page. Over 50,000 topics & clippings. Materials
for research assistance use only! 6546 Hollywood Blvd. 2nd Floor,
RM 209, Los Angeles, CA 90028. Hours: Mon-Fri 10:30am-6pm,
Saturdays llam-4pm. Custom research available.
Visa/MC/Amex/Fax. Call today! 1-800-356-9001
INSTRUCTOR
COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE P/T
Assist adults with developmental disabilities to access community
activities and to teach skills. Must assist with personal care. Eligible
forP.S.L. $10.45/hr. Benefits. 10-2pm. Call Star...846-9581 EOE
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... to Big Jay Martin...toTogogganing @
the Tool Box... GURCHNUM... to Trick
or Shot at the Beach... to Men's Soccer...
to Suzy from Rinaldi... to Chubb's
Boomers... to X... toKJ' s Jesus... to
Torch's L. repeat... to the newly legal
drinkers: Trish, Elise, Dawn, and Sean...
to Linda Richman... to the apple pie
show... to the president and secret service... to our new best friend Matt... to late
night at the SoCo- sorry!... to trick-orshot... to the G-Spot's candy necklace
party... to Doug's 10:10 philosophy class...
to Corey's extra hot wings... to a free 30pack on the beach... to kissing the girl
from New City... to strangers on a train...
the wave ring... to LION DEN angle - my
queen of Corona... to the Village... to Jax,
our messiah... to Superman's tight fit... to
our new Osh- B. Green... to "E!"... to Tim
Bear... to Gov's agents... to Monica's
camera work... to Club Undertow... to Jen
dancing on the couch... to Moses... to the
Mountain Girl... to the Safari Man... to
"We Real Cool"... to Pee Wee... to our
Halloween 70's Revival... Carla: Happy
21st... finally... to the Domino's guy &
Campion 1... to Mo... to Campion 4 on
Halloween... to Marcel, Rich, and Chris
for taking care of me... to annoying
Kryptonite... to Alien Secretion... to Big
Martin... to six more months... to
Makisupa: he came to my house... to the
keg on the flag pole... to the "Heat is
On"... to the luge at Katie's... to ghetto
fabulous special dinner... to guys from
Campion 4: from Pat... to the gambler.,
yama, yama, yama.... to the Great Adventure in NJ... to sunshine... to step class and
raquetball... to George... to Jerry and
Eyebrow Girl... to Montreal... to stealing
kegs... to being thrown a pillow and a
blanket... to the new deck... to MAAC
tourney's... to girls: from Geoff... to
Frequent Flier miles.... to wine... to Chas:
Happy 20th... to Halloween and us all
going out together dressed up... to Matt's
bulletinboard... to Winning... JPand the
Bros.: thanks for the memories... the
Oyster Wench... to the Hairy luva'luva'...
to the Mighty Dom head... to Cinzano's at
midnight with a really good friend... to
free tix... to rock stars like Griffith... to the
Doctor's fat wallet... to volleyball... to
going out to eat... to being mentally
prepared... to Supa-Fly... to John being the
Lord of Cheers and Boos... to Matt's great
idea... to Nick's photos... to finding the
Overlook (not really)... to the wonderful
residents of the town of Fairfield, and their
lengendary understanding... to Debbie: it's
about time... to the way he lights up a
room.... to Donovan's fishing lures... to
Halloween Night spent in... to theAgents
CD... to Richard... to Phish showing up
downtown... to Starburst... to tipping the
vending the machine... to crew boys in

...to stupid pin projects... to not remembering... to cock blocking big bird... to not
going to the movies when all your work is
done... to pysch patients after a full
moon... to boyfriends who are sick... to
the unfair trial of MumiaAbu-Jamal... to
wondering where he is on 1-95... to the
jerk who kicked in my Daewoo... to any
boys who had bigger boobs than I did on
Halloween... to John's Halloween costume... to Moon's wrong way... to
Raegan's condom lighter... to Tyson... to
Pablo's lockjaw again... to Chet who?... to
Madman Leaving.... to the Sea Ranch
boat... to Tyson's leaky faucet... to the
Water's Edge Deli... to Denny not being
able to close the deal... to Pizza Works not
delivering to Jogues 107... to people
asking you what you are on Halloween...
to whomever knocked in our window... to
making decisions... to John's bitterness...
to John telling me to "Shut up"... to
FUSA... to the Mirror... to scheduling... to
50 people waiting for the same professor.,
to your advisor being M.I.A... to not being
a registered student... to being dizzy... to
glow-in-the-dark hands... to the DJ... to
the webcast... to Brandon leaving 90210...
to not getting in touch... to the fact that
she's oblivious... to Geoff being on top...
to girls... to girls not realizing that we're
talking about them... to fights on Monday
night... to enormous tins of popcorn... to
our floor being a mess... to too much
spinach... to people peeing our rug... to
Gonzaga three... to the lack of party
peoples on Saturday... to Terry backing
out of the tourney... to registration... to red
tape.... to crappy computers for another .
week... to Dave Matthews... to the Jogues
1 bathroom.... to the F.B.R.A. Nazi... to
screwing over housemates... to not
knowing ANYTHING about URI... to
ignorance... to layout... to every other
organization whose budget is laiger than
ours... to balancing the books... to needing
a haircut... to evening accounting exams...
to just burning my tongue... to Touchdown
Jesus... to "The American"... to dressing
up like a Priest... to failing a quiz tomorrow... to hyphenated last names... to
having possibly the dumbest economics
class ever... to doing really well on an
assignment, and then not being graded...
to taking a week to get the exam back... to
4 ten page papers due in the same week...
to the professors picking the article... to
not being able to get into the Quick
Center... to the Sacred Heart banners
downtown... to girlfriends who go out on
dates with other guys... to late nights and
early mornings...to hairy backs... to bags
under my eyes... to puking green... to no
paper topic for religion... to no money and
problems... ro having to read a book I am
too tired to read... to Adobe pagemaker...
to this stupid space it keeps making...to

little fireman costumes... to good food...

bad teeth... to bad breath... to body odor.

Editor's note:
In last weeks' issue of the Mirror, the photo of Rusted
Root on page 11 was taken by Kristen Delaney. Credit was
inadvertently given to Nick Oiumet.
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Friend of Matisse and Picasso enchants Fairfield
By Eileen Murray
STAFF WRITER
A crowd of people flocked to the
Quick Center on Sunday to see Rosamond
Bernier, a former "Vogue" editor, cofounder of the art magazine. "L'Oeil" and
a Metropolitan Museum ofArt lecturer as
she dazzled the audience with her magical
story of "Picasso and Matisse: How I
Knew Them."
Bernier was born in Philadelphia,
educated in England and lived inAcapulco.
In 1946, upon invite, she moved to Paris,
France, to be the European Features editor at "Vogue." Mostly writing about art,
Bernier met and became good friends with
numerous masters of the School of Paris.
Among the few were Pablo Picasso and
Henri Matisse.
"The first time I met Matisse, he
told me that I owed him $38 dollars for a
piece he had done for 'Vogue'before the
war that he was never paid for," said
Bernier. "He was carefully dressed with
cold blue eyes and he called me madam
even though I was young."
Bernier described how Matisse
frequently grappled with the relationship
between interior and exterior space set
apart by a window. "The indoor and outdoor theme was a complete mystery and
object of fascination to him," said Bernier
Color is another important theme
that runs through much of Matisse's work.
"All his life he liked lo the challenge of
red. Red is a major player in his paintings," said Bernier. "Matisse uses color
purely effectively. He used color to correspond to his own feelings."

Matisse was an avid reader of
poetry, often creating illustrations to
complement the text. "He really cared
about the written word. He cared about
a line across a page," said Beriec She
added, "He used to say that drawing was
like limbering-up exercises of an acrobat. It must be exercised perfectly in a
space of a white sheet of paper"

"The first time I met
Matisse, he told me that
I owed him $38 dollars
for a piece he had done
for 'Vogue' before the
war that he was never
paid for," said Bernier.
Pablo Picasso was also a close
friend to Bernier. The two lived just
around the corner from each other in
Paris. Upon first meeting Picasso, "He
was delighted when he shook my hand
and I greeted him in his own language.
He beamed. I felt accepted and comfortable because I knew how to speak
Spanish," said Bernier.
"Pablo had a ritual greeting.
He would tell everyone to come in and
sit down, but there was no place to sit,"
said Bernier. "He couldn't bare to throw
anything away. Everything lay where
it fell. If you left something behind, you
never got it back."

Picasso was extremely nocturnal. He did
the majority of his work late
into the evening hours. "If
you had a chance at making
an appointment with him it
would be at noon because
that's when he got up," said
Bernier.
Most of Picasso's
work focused on whatever
his immediate surroundings
were. "He drew everyone
everywhere. His parents
would say he could draw before he could speak," said
Bernier.
A frequent centerpiece for much of Picasso's
work were simply the people
who were close to him.
photo: Public Relations
"Pablo likes to use his friends
Rosamond Bernier dazzled her audience.
and acquaintances, putting
them in places not common. He likes to
friended both Matisse and Picasso, she<
twist their images around," said Bernier.
knew their specific characteristics and
"The elongated snout of his Afghan
tendencies well. "They were very difhound showed up in some of his paintferent. Matisse dealt with French reaings,"
son and proportion and Picasso used
Later in his life, Picasso wrote
mostly passion and instinct," said
and illustrated a book of his own, entitled,
Bernier.
"El Entierro del Conde de Orgaz." He
Both Matisse and Picasso were
personalized it by writing Bernier's name
awarded that Bernier had grown close to
on the inside cover and using the letters
both of them. "The two painters exto form a face. Ironically, he misspelled
changed paintings frequently," said
her name. "He had a very free-willing
Bernier. "Picasso would have a new
18th century sense of spelling," said
work strapped to his car and take it to
Bernier. "He wondered why one letter
Matisse's house to see what he was up
should follow another one in a predesto. It wasn't really a good idea to let one
tined order, saying it was ridiculous."
of them know that I had just seen the
Due to the fact that Bernier beother though."

Gay journalist speaks out about hate
By Kaylin Curran
ASSISTANT ARTS &
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Homophobic. Queer. Dangerous. Diseased. Angry. These are just
some of the responses Ann Northrop received when she asked some of the connotations that came with the word homosexual, in her lecture "Breaking The
Myths".
Northrop, successful journalist and
gay rights activist, spoke to a small audience of students, community members
and faculty last week.
The lecture was an interactive discussion, which addressed issues ranging from
her life as an open member of the gay
community to the recent death of Matthew Sheppard, a victim of a gay hate
crime.
Northrop opened the discussion with
the debate of whether homosexuality is a
result of nature or nurture. She discussed
being a homosexual in the simple terms
of being attracted to someone. "Where
do feelings of attraction come from?"
Northrop asked her audience. "Do you
choose to feel them or are they just a part
of you?"
Her time working as a journalist, after
she revealed her sexuality, was very different with her time now working in and
for a gay community. "I was now [in the
gay community] being valued not in spite
of who I was but because of who I was,"
said Northrop.
Northrop stated that many gays don't
have an opportunity for social development

because their feelings of attraction are
not viewed as normal feelings of attraction.
"I feel very firmly that we do not
know someone's sources of attraction
but that they do have those feelings, "
said Northrop.
Northrop expressed her sorrow and
anger about the recent death of Matthew
Sheppard. She emphasized the impor-

faculty to open up a nonthreatening conversation
to make progress on the issues affecting the
gay, lesbian, and bisexual community.
She suggested that each person set goals
for progress and meet with people who can
establish progress on those goals. One step
at a time is the only way to achieve the goals
that are set.
Students offered their own stories to re-

"Where do feelings of attraction come from?" Northrop
asked her audience. "Do you
choose to feel them or are
they just a part of you?"
tance of educating others about gay, lesbian and bisexual hate crimes. She believes that the response that has been
given is one of punishment not prevention.
"I am frustrated there is no talk of
education or prevention concerning
these hate crimes. It is avoidance of a
difficult subject where it is easier to talk
about vengeance," said Northrop.
The discussion stressed the need for
education on both a global and campus
level. Northrop encouraged students and

inforce the fact that many students either
do not care or do not think about their actions. One student stated, "Unless there is
an overt action, no one cares."
"People really don't think about what
they are saying or doing...people accurately
reflect what they are taught," according to
Northrop. She went on to say that these
are the reasons that everyone should start
educating their community in any way they
can. She firmly believes that education is
the key in fighting the battle against prejudice.

Prominent
politician will
be given the
University
LaFarge
award
continued from p. 1
At the Oct. 25 FUSA meeting,
Brian Mello, vice-president of
Multicultural Relations, announced that
Shirley Chisolm is scheduled to be the
keynote speaker of the four-day event.
Chisolm is both the first African-American woman to be elected to
Congress and the first to run for president of the United States, having tried
unsuccessfully for the Democratic nomination in 1972.
Mello said that Chisolm will
also be presented with the University's
LaFarge Award, for outstanding contributions to the advancement of civil rights
in the United States.
Previous diversity events organized by FUSA and the University have
often fallen short of expectations. This
year, the University cancelled its national
diversity conference, citing lack of student participation as the main reason.
Only 19 Fairfield students attended the last conference, which included representatives from more than 50
colleges and universities across the country. Both FUSAand the University hope
that the presence of Chisolm will help
encourage student participation in this
year's Martin Luther King, Jc Day
events.
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What is the future of the newspaper?

photo: University of Arizona
Ford Burkhart (far right) working on the
Los Angeles Times Foreign News Desk.
Press Release
How does the world's most prestigious news organization decide what's
newsworthy?
Why do certain stories wind up
on page 1, while other potential stories
are ignored?
Dr. Ford Burkhart of The New
York Times will address those topics and
more when he delivers a public lecture
entitled, "Chasing the World's Horse
Thieves, Liars, and Bullies: How The

New York Times Decides What's News In
The 1990s."
The lecture, sponsored by the English Department, will be held Monday,
November 9 at 7 p.m. in the School of
Nursing Auditorium. It is free and open to
the public.
"The impact of The Times goes
well beyond its own printed pages," said
Dr. James Simon, who teaches journalism
and arranged the lecture. "The newspaper
helps set the agenda for every other major
news organization in the country."
"News editors at rival newspapers
and TV stations are influenced every single
day by how The Times displays a story and
whether the paper considers a topic to be
newsworthy or not," he said.
Dr. Burkhart is a staff editor on
the foreign desk of The New York Times in
New York City. He is a frequent writer for
The Science Times section and works as
an editor for The Times News Service.
He has worked as a reporter and
editor for The Associated Press, Los Angeles Times and Miami Herald. He also
worked as a journalism professor in Egypt,
Nigeria, Uganda, and in the United States
at The University of Arizona.
Burkhart will spend the day on the

Fairfield University campus, guest lecturing in journalism and politics classes
and meeting individually with students
interested in careers in journalism. He
also will serve as the host when 30
Fairfield students spend the day at The
Times in NYC in November.
Dr. Burkhart received a
bachelor's degree in history and journalism from The University of Arizona and
a master's degree in communication
theory from Stanford University. He received a doctorate in public administration from Arizona State University.
"The Times works hard to provide a definitive account of every issue
it covers," Burkhart said. "But the newspaper, like many others, faces the possibility of losing its audience to the websurfing generation which mainly reads
self-interested tailored news on the web,
about surfing, stamps, investing, french
wine, or whatever interests them."
"There is a danger for the press,
and it isn't TV. It is a shift in the role of
the press in the life of the endangered
reader, who may turn to more trivial
news and away from the old Page One
stories as chosen by editors. How does
a great newspaper react?"

The Fairfield Mirror

FBRA turns
again to
Ken Flatto
continued from p. 1
area."
The association has recently
given the issue to the office of Kenneth
Flatto to work on. Flatto said of the list,
"It definitely came from the members of
the association and I know it was compiled by members of the association."
There are no names directly associated
to the formation of the list or as to who
had given it to the paper.
The list is the latest attempt by
the Fairfield Beach Association to begin
action against the disrespect and lawlessness they feel exists at the beach. Other
steps the association has taken include
meetings to discuss action and propose
solutions, and the distribution of letters
to Alumni and Trustees of the University
to make them aware of the situation and
ask them to reconsider their donations to
the University.

Fairfield IRHG hosts national conference
By Kaylin Cnrran
ASSISTANT ARTS &
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Alcohol. Multiculturalism.
Building a community. Residence hall
government leaders from over 35 schools
are coming together to discuss these problems and more when Fairfield hosts the
annual NEACURH conference on November 6 and 7.
NEACURH is the North East
Affiliate of College and University Residence Halls, a regional organization run
by students across New England and New
York.
There are about 300-325 delegates and advisors expected to participate in the conference entitled RoadTrip
'98, one of NEACURH's largest. Its aim
is to stress the importance of a substance
free environment on campus.
Conference co-chairperson
Katie Schibler feels that the substance
free message is one which should be ex-

tended to Fairfield's community. A substance free environment gives a different
perspective about the importance of alcohol on college campuses.
Each year NEACURH conference is required to have a focus project
where they raise money to donate to a charity. Road Trip '98 will work to raise funds
for Mothers Against Drunk Driving, keeping with the theme of the conference.
The conference is a chance for
universities to learn from each other and
possibly implement successful programs
in residence halls at Fairfield, according
to Schibler.
"At a small school, such as
Fairfield, where drinking plays such an important role in the lives of most of our students, it is difficult and frustrating to put
effort into programming in order to offer
an alternative to the drinking scene. A conference such as this gives us an opportunity to see how other schools with similar
problems are able to successfully and effectively attract large, diverse audiences,"
said Schibler.
Another pressing issue that will
be addressed this weekend is diversity and
the acceptance of the university commu-

nity as a whole. Schibler feels this is
one of the most important issues for
Fairfield. The NEACURH conference
will allow residence hall government representatives from Fairfield to hear how
this was addressed on other campuses.
"The programs that we will be
having are geared towards residence hall
government and they have the ability to
play an important role in their respective campuses," saidTomFugiel '00, finance chairman.
This is Fairfield's first time
hosting this conference after one unsuccessful bid. Schibler believes this conference has the ability to put Fairfield on
the map because every person who attends the conference will leave and tell
others about their experience at Fairfield.
"It has been a valuable experience for all of us. Not only for our staff
but for the university as a whole. This
conference has been a collaborative effort between all of the university's disciplines and has helped create a stronger
community," added Jennifer Levine '99,
conference co-chairperson.
"Hopefully our conference will
provide students an opportunity to grow

photo: NickOuimet
Co-conference chairs Jen Levine and
Katie Schibler.
as a person, whether it be through leadership development, social awareness or
gaining self confidence. Also the conference will show them they can have the
time of their lives substance free."

Several University organizations lobbied for more aid Tuesday
continued from p. 1
Katherine Schwab, chair of visual and performing arts, in regards to the meeting.
"It's an opportunity to bring our specific
concerns to the committee's attention."
The University Finance Committee consists of the six vice presidents,
three faculty members and one student
who are responsible for composing an
annual budget for all "new" funds and
submitting it for approval to the Board of
Trustees.
Increases in tuition, donations
throughAnnual Giving, and various other
sources supply the additional funds which
various groups across campus hope to tap
into. Individual programs and departments looking for more funding generally
take their case to their Deans who in turn
take them to the vice president of the gen-

eral area into which they fall.
Rev. Thomas Regan, S.J., chair of
the philosophy department and a member
of the Finance Committee recommended
the open forums as "an opportunity to reach
all of the vice presidents at once." He also
stated that forums such as these demonstrate the ways in which individual concerns
may overlap between different departments
and general areas.
Theatre Fairfield was the first to
present their case for more funding at
Tuesday's meeting. Members stated that
while the program has grown drastically
over the years, the budget is the same as
when it started. Steve O'Connell, the public relations coordinator for the group, requested additional funding in specific for
the guest artists who come to the University to train the group. "Rehearsal is my

lab, these artists are my professors."
Dr. Schwab, began with a plea
for additional funding for the music department, stating that the current conditions, in which a former lounge in Jogues
suffices as the only classroom, are "deplorable." Schwab also requested funding for renovations in the Loyola 8 art
room and additional allocations for library materials.
Dr. William Abbott, chair of the
history department, spoke on behalf of
the need for additional full-time staff
members for the library. Abbott stated
that a University-commissioned report
found Fairfield to be "dead-last" in this
area when compared with five or six
other institutions. Abbott also reiterated
the concern for the need of additional
printed and electronic materials for the

library.
Dr. Nancy Haegel, associate
professor of physics, requested additional
funding for summer stipends for faculty
members. If upheld, the request would
increase the award of $2400 to $3500 (to
cover the full cost of taking a summer
course) and create a larger award for one
faculty proposal chosen among the rest.
Dean Walter Ryba of the School
of Business made the final presentation,
requesting funding for more faculty members to keep up with the growing MBA
program. Ryba also presented the need
to create an additional position for the
new executive MBA program that he
hopes to introduce next fall. Ryba added
that the 15 month program for senior executives who have not yet received their
MBA would ultimately pay for itself.
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A fatal night remembered
By Matt Whelan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The five fraternity brothers only
had one thing on their minds that night, a
good time. It was the last night of spring
break and unfortunately for the three of
them, it would be their last night alive.
In the four years since that fateful
night, Mark Sterner has talked to over
100,000 college students about the mistake
he made, but the pain and guilt he feels still
won't subside. Last month, while wearing
orange jail overalls, which represented only
a small portion of the price he paid, Sterner
spoke to an audience at Fairfield University.
Sterner explained how he and four
of his fraternity brothers were spending their
spring break in Florida the "normal" way:
Drinking, partying, and just having fun.
Every night when they went to bars, they
made sure they had a designated driven
However, on their last night, March 3,1994,
everything changed.
Sterner explained how his friend's
video camera had recorded the night's

By Kaylin Curran
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

It's a Thursday night and a group
of girls are watching a late night movie. All
of a sudden the dorm room door swings open
and four strangers are standing in the doorway.
These strangers do not live in the
building and may not even attend Fairfield.
How did these strangers invade a home that
is supposed to be safe?
"Fairfield University is a relatively
safe and secure campus. However there is
no magic bubble that hovers over campus
that keeps the bad guys off and the good
guys always honest. People need to be reminded to take simple precautions to avoid
being a victim, " said Frank Ficko, associate director of security.
The residence halls are secured by
a card access system at Fairfield. The system was introduced in 1991 as a precautionary measure and not in response to any type
of security problem, according to Ficko.
In order to gain access into a building, a school ID is required. Prior to midnight, a student's ID will open any dorm

events. He felt the video footage was extremely powerful and let the audience
watch it with minimal comments. "We
thought it would be fun to look at in 10 to
15 years and remember how stupid we
were," Sterner said.
On the final night, everyone
wanted to party so they decided it would
be okay not to have a designated driver
that evening. The tape begins in the hotel
room, showing the friends doing shot after shot of 100 proof alcohol and downing continuous beers.
By the time, they left for the first
bar of the night, it was evident from the
tape that everyone was extremely drunk.
At one point, a drunk Sterner was heard
to remark, "Tonight's gonna be one of
those nights." It would be a short time
before he realized how right he was.
The tape continues, showing
Sterner driving his friends to the bar in
the Lincoln Towncar they rented, waving
beer bottles as they hit 100 miles per hour
At the bar, Sterner and his four
fraternity brothers acted like normal college students dancing with girls and drinking, "we were just normal people having
a good time, " Sterner said.

The video footage at this point gradually faded into a shocking police photo montage of the car wreck that eventually claimed
the lives of three of Sterner's friends. The tan
Lincoln lay in the bushes next to the road,
crumpled and smashed almost beyond recognition.
Apparently, the car had slid off the
road at almost 60mph, hit a tree and began to
roll. All five passengers were thrown violently
from the car. Sterner's friends, Jim and Pete,
collided with trees and were killed instantly.
As the car flipped, it landed atop his friend
Aaron, crushing him to death.
Sterner, suffering from a shattered
pelvis , broken ribs, collapsed lungs and severe head injuries was found forty yards from
the car, barely clinging to life. Initially, he
wasn't expected to live through the night but
he somehow survived only to learn he was
being charged with three counts of DUI manslaughter. Still in his early twenties, he faced
up to 45 years in prison.
After recovering, he served a three
year sentence and is under twelve years of probation . He explained no one is forcing him
to talk about his experience. " I don't do this
because I have to do it or because I'm asking
for forgiveness, because I don't need it,"

Sterner said. He does it because he feels he
should. It's important to him if he gets only
one person in each audience to listen to him.
The crowd of approximately 125
was silent and somber throughout the October 19th presentation. After a round of
applause for Sterner, the crowd filed out silently, some with looks of shock on their
faces.
" I thought it was incredibly powerful. It had a huge impact. It forced you to
think and reflect on what you've done and
seen," said Kaylin Curran '00. She also appreciated Sterner's style of presentation.
" It wasn't a lecture. He let you draw your
own conclusions."
Katie Heather '99 agrees. " It really hit home. It definitely made you think
twice about the things you do. The video
tape just blew my mind."
Mark Sheppard '00 commented
that the presentation was disturbing," but I
think that was the point. The disturbing
aspect was what made it powerful. You
were seeing people who were having a good
time and you knew they would be dead in
minutes."

How secure do you feel?
door. However after midnight, an ID will
only allow a student entry into their own
residence hall. Ficko believes that the card
access system has "helped maintain control in the residence halls."
Yet, hall damage, random people
vandalizing buildings, posters being torn
down, and
screaming
at all hours
of
the
night are
just some
of the late
night occurrences
in the resid e n c e
halls.

caught propping an entrance door to any of
the dormitories. The intent of this fine is to
discourage students thus preventing anyone
access to the buildings.
"I don't feel that the card access system is sufficient enough. Students often prop
the outside doors or just open the door for anyone, not
thinking of
the repercussions it
may have
or other
students
are too shy
to question
someone
waiting to
be let in
the building, " said
one resident assistant.
Others disagree. "I believe the residence halls on campus are secure enough with
just the ID card. Not only is Fairfield a safe
place to live but also the security, which patrols on bike and in cars, makes me feel safe,

"People need to be reminded to take simple
precautions to avoid
being a victim."
— Frank Ficko

The 1997
campus
crime report stated
there were 109 larceny or thefts and 31
burglaries reported to security, a very
slight increase from the previous years.
The Residence Life Staff has recently instituted a $75 fine for any person

" according to Megan Bell '02.
In many colleges there is a stricter
policy regarding access to residence halls.
Some have windows where students must
show their ID or sign in or out of the buildings. Other have professionals manning the
entrances after a certain hour; ensuring that
doors are not propped and random people
do not enter and vandalize the building.
At Fairfield, security officers make
rounds in the residence halls daily. Daytime hours at least one outside check and
one complete building check is made of
each hall. Between the hours of 4 p.m. and
midnight a minimum of two outside checks
and one building check is made on a nightly
basis.
First year resident, Bridget Bausch
claims "the residence halls on campus are
secure enough with just the ID card, but
sometimes when the doors don't lock it
scares me. People who don't even go to
Fairfield can enter the building and go into
any unlocked room. But other then that I
feel it is a safe place to live."

Security located Loyola
ground; x4090
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Fields speaks about remedies for racism
By Eileen Murray
STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday in the campus Oak
Room, Dr. Barbara Fields, a professor of
history at Columbia University spoke on
behalf of the Black Studies department and
the Center for Multicultural Relations, addressing the current issue of race and racism towards African Americans in our society today.
Racism has had a long and winding history throughout time. Although it
has vastly disappeared with the abolition
of slavery, it still exists in some forms today.
"The predicament of African
Americans still remains a pertinent issue.
Racism is a part of day to day life. It's a
part of politics-a part of everything," said
Fields.
The term racism relates directly
to the word race. In modern society, a
person's race is determined by their ethnic
background or what they look like. The
problem lies in the fact that African Americans are considered a race based solely on
their appearance.
"Race is an imaginary concept
like the equator. It is a matter of social assignment, not biological," said Fields. She
added, "we are trained from our earliest
years to recognize certain physical characteristics as an indication of race."
The fallacy lie in the fact that it is
impossible to scientifically assign people
to one specific category without any overlapping.

"If you cannot define one race by
scientific rule than you cannot define any
race," continued Fields. "Two centuries
have failed to provide any evidence that can
divide people into races."
Many white people often claim
that they are of mixed descent. "One drop
of African American blood make a person

immigrants of African American descent
traveled from the Caribbean to the United
States, a large majority of them passed
through Ellis Island on their way.
"History books are always focusing on the fact that Europeans passed
through Ellis Island and they never mention
that many African Americans were there

Specifically, African Americans are being
placed in an exclusive group solely based
on the color of their skin with regards to
what other ethnicity they may hold.
"The history of race has become
that of a Cinderella slipper in which the foot
must be pushed in even if some sides are
cut off, " according to Fields.
Racism will never dissipate as long
as African Americans are continually being
grouped into one race based on physical attributes. "If you reason logically, you must
conclude that there is only one race," said
Fields. She conclude by saying, "we need
to start to think about where to seek salvation. We need a remedy."

It's Cultural Celebratioi
Week At Fairfield!

Diversity
a Negro. No other type of ancestry is
equally as potent. . .one drop of Irish,
Apache or Japanese blood does not make
the person what they are," stated Fields.
Fields claims, "TheAmerican system of classification is not designed to determine what race a person is but it's designed to tell what people are black." She
went on to say that "people of European
descent are free to refer to themselves in a
variety of ways. No one would find any
problems with that."
Approximately 200,000 years ago,

also," explained Fields.
In a perfect world everyone would
be colorblind and the value of people would
be judged on their actions instead of their
appearance.
"Race does not represent the true
meaning of African Americans. They define themselves by their history and common experience, " said Fields. She added,
"People's sense of themselves takes place
in the events of the day."
The need for people to constantly
categorize other is one of the effects of race.

* Presentations by
SALSA, UMOJA, ASA,
SAYSO,
the Greek Club along
with others will be held
the week of November 2 6 in the Barone Campus
Center Lobby from 11am
until 2pm.
* Experience Diversity

First year blues and how to cure them
By Michael Jarmon
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At Fairfield University, there is a
first year facilitator program in which students interact and learn the ropes of college
with a more experienced junior or senior
The program is designed to help students
integrate into their new surroundings. Unfortunately, the freshman participation has
been lacking but why?
At a recent freshman night at the
Levee the turn out was poor; only a handful
of students attended. "We thought we were
going to get a chance to meet people, and it
turned out that it was only the few people

Home page V

we went with that were there," said Rachel
DiPerna'01.
Dr. Debnam Chappell, Dean of
Freshman, realizes that many students feel
overwhelmed in the beginning of their college experience. " Many students feel that
if they come in with major or join a club, it
is permanent. They do not consider the fact
their interests may change. It is good for
them to try different things."
Chappell cited such groups as Glee
Club, Canisius Academy, and intramural
sports that freshman can get involved in, but
explained that it is up to student to take the
intiative and join.
"Freshman need to come to facilitators and administrators with ideas of their
own on what would be beneficial to them, "
she said.
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Many freshman feel that the University is not at fault, but rather it is the
students lack of interest that causing the
failure of such programs.
" Kids just do not show any interest in most
of the events planned for them, " said
Michael Murphy '01, "Most weekend plans
are not viewed as fun if they do not involve
alcohol," he added.
The current freshman adjustment
problems were the topic of debate at a recent meeting of the counseling services
committee. The committee,
led by director Susan Birge,
cited problems related to alcohol abuse, high expectations, and the intense
amount of work which are
all troublesome for freshmen.
" Students do not
have to wait," said Richard
Radocchia, counselor and
committee member, "We
{counseling service} can be
helpful and of assistance before anxiety problems become serious."
FUSA is doing its
part to make sure the Fall semester, especially for Freshman, is both a memorable
and enjoyable experience.
"We have been
working to bring back the
major weekends at the University, " said FUSA president Michael Piagentini. He
cited such examples as,

"The free Samples concert for Alumni
Weekend, as well as the major Rusted Root
concert over Harvest weekend." Piagentini
continued by stating that these programs are
put in place, "in an effort to get people together."
The goal, in the eyes of administration, FUSA, and counselling programs,
is that freshman will find a home here at
Fairfield by becoming open and involved
to new groups and ideas

Campus Life
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Shades of healing
By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER
Many victims of sexual assault
tend to "draw the shades" to keep the
pain inside and hope it goes away. But it
is important to know that there are
more positive ways to cope.
A team of four Peer
Educators from Bryant
College came to perform
a skit about sexual assault for the Class of
2002, as part of the
First Year Experience
program.
The program "Drawing the
Shades" presented
students from all
ends of the spectrum:
a heterosexual male,
a homosexual male, a
heterosexual female,
and a homosexual female. These students
acted out skits portraying
their characters experiences with rape/sexual assault.
Each of the characters
explained their situation and the impact
that the experience had on them. Some
turned to depression, while others turned
to alcohol. In the end, each of the characters took advantage of available counseling services in order to learn how to
positively deal with their pain.

The program concluded with a collection of statistics flashed across a projection screen. One of the statistics that impacted
a junior female was that "thirty-six percent of
men say that if they had the opportunity to
commit rape, and get away with it, they
would."

One comment that
a freshmen male made after
the program was that "it
didn't make the guys feel
like the 'bad guy'. Obviously what he had done was
wrong, but it didn't make
me feel bad about myself for
being male." A freshmen
female also contributed
that she "did not
leave the Quick
Center that night
feeling like a victim because she
was female, as
is usually the
type with this
type of presentation."
"Instead of someone getting up and preaching about
sexual assault, we thought it
would be interesting if we had
it performed as a skit to make
it more real," said Nikki Pilek,
'00, a Facilitator Coordinator.
Due to growing awareness,
people are starting to realize that
sexual assault does happen and is
not to be taken lightly. There are a
number of outlets available, especially
on this campus.
Peer Education has a team of students trained to deal with sexual assault and
"The most shocking part of the pre- to educate the student body. This team hosts
sentation for me was when they asked every- one week in the fall semester throughout
one who knew someone who had been sexu- which they provide speakers, programs and
ally assaulted to stand up, and more than half information about sexual assault and protecof the room stood," said Kathleen McGrath, tion. The team is also available for dorm floor
programs about sexual assault.
'00.

Security and the S.A.R.T (Sexual
Assault Response Team) are also valuable
resources. Security responds to thirteen bluelight call boxes dispersed throughout the
campus. By using these call boxes, Security
is made aware of your situation and location and responds accordingly.
S.A.R.T. is a team that is specifically formed to help victims of sexual assault to come forward and deal with the pain
and difficulties of their experience.

Write for Campus
Life!
Call ext 2533

Fast
Dinners
Prepared
in under
20
minutes!!!

Giving back to Fairfield
By Timothy Welsh
CO-COMMENTARY EDITOR
This year as the Senior class
prepares for life beyond Fairfield they
also are preparing for a new role in terms
of the University, that of alumni.
Fairfield University relies on the generosity of its alumni to continue to grow
and offer the quality education that many
alumni are now so thankful for. As part
of the process of entering into their new
role as active alumni. The Senior Giving Program will be working again this
year in the hopes of encouraging the
class of 1999 to continue to support
Fairfield after graduation.
The program asks for any
donation from this year's Seniors and
provides a way for this year's graduating class to give back to the University that has provided them with so
much. It also provides a means to remain active in the University after
their four years are over. Even after
graduation, Fairfield students continue
to benefit from the resources, contacts,
and good name of the University. Thus
it is fitting that alumni should want to
support their school.
Besides the contributions
from alumni, the University benefits
from such donations by an increased
presence of corporations that realize
that Fairfield has an active alumni
base. This encourages firms to donate,
based on the pride of their alumni, and
thus, further improves the quality of

the University. The institution has seen the
benefits of alumni this year with the donation
to improve the University Library, which is
just one example of how Fairfield continues
to evolve for the benefit of future students.
The Senior Giving Program will be
holding events throughout the year to not only
win support but to provide the Class of 1999
with events that will make their last year at
Fairfield a memorable one. Trips are already
planned to Foxwoods Casino on November
13th and to New York City on December 5th.
Information will be available at the Barone
Campus Center on November 9th-12th. Everyone is encouraged to get involved. Anyone who needs more information can contact
Heather Dubitsky (324-4151) or Christina
Bodine (x. 7106).
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Sauteed Italian Veggies

Smokehouse Californian

3 Tbsp. salad oil
3 Zuccinni, cut into cubes
1 onion- halved and sliced
2 large tomatoes cut into
chunks
1/2 Tsp. salt
3/4 Tsp. oregano- crushed
leaves
1/4 Tsp. pepper
1/4 Tsp. garlic power with
parsley

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

** In a large skillet, heat oil
and add zuccinni and onions
until they are tender. Then
add tomatoes and seasonings.
Stir until heated and enjoy!!

2 slices whole grain bread
2 Tbsp. mayonnaise
1 Tbsp. drained salsa
6 spinach leaves
2 sliced tomatoes
3 oz. sliced smoked turkey
2 slices Chedder cheese
2 slices cooked turkey
bacon
* 1/2 medium avocado, sliced

** Combine mayo and salsa;
spread on bread. Layer ingredients in order listed. Place
on top slice. Cut and enjoy!!
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Election Day has come and gone,
and where were you? Did you cast your
ballot or did you sit this one out? Moreover, are you even registered to vote?
In conversation over the past
week, I was amazed to note the number
of students I encountered who weren't
registered voters. These are people I
consider intelligent, well-informed, and/
or opinionated- so why do they choose to
keep these views to themselves?
Many reply that it "doesn't effect
my life," or "what's one vote going to
matter?". Little do they realize the
detrimental impact. Perhaps, as college
students, many of us are less aware of
how politics shape the world around us.
Several of us are too self-absorbed to
realize that we wouldn't be where we are
without democracy.
It seems strange how easily in the
twentieth century we can lose sight of
priveledges and powers our forefathers
fought and died for. If apathy or laziness
has become the sign of the times,
times ahead seem bleak.
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Editorial &

Resident association president responds to O'Dea
To Mr. O'Dea:
I am compelled to respond to
your commentary titled It's our
home too (Oct. 8). You start by saying you are "sick and tired
of hearing the same thing
from the resident of
Fairfield Beach." Can you
imagine our frustration?
Many of us are life-long
residents an have been dealing with these issues for decades! Every year, a new
crop of students comes to
Fairfield , some of whom
are on their own for the first
time in their lives, ready to
test the limits of acceptable
behavior.
You say "well guess what people,
it's our town too." Is it really? If it
is, I find it somewhat amazing that
you would condone drunk driving,
disorderly behavior, trespassing,
vandalism, underage drinking and
disturbing the peace as acceptable
behavior in a town you truly called

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers.
Letters-to-the-Editor, announcements and independent articles may
be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror Office on the ground floor
of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. It is strongly recommended
that letters be submitted in hard copy form and on computer disk.
2) Letters must be typewritten and double spaced. Letters must not
be longer than 250 words or I 1/2 pages.
3) Letters must be received by 6pm Sunday, for publicalion the
following Thursday.
4) Letters-to-the-Editor must be signed and must contain the signer's
phone number, so that all letters can be verified.
5) Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be
conducted on a face -to-face basis, so that room can be reserved for
more general topics.
6) Letters must not contain personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, libel, or grammatical/ spelling errors.
7) AH announcements and other submissions must be typewritten
and received by 6pm on the Sunday prior to publicalion. Prior
notification by phone or mail is advised.
8) Once received, all submissions become property of the Fairfield
Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee
publicalion of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to edit
such submissions. The editorial board shall determine which articles
will appear. The board's decision is final.
Revised September 1998.

'Can you imagine
our frustration?"

until all your neighbors were awake,
pee on their lawn and then trash their
mailbox? And, in the unlikely event
that this did occur, do you think you
might be compelled to at least apologize to your neighbors the next day
for upsetting them?
As far as the exorbitant rent
you are being charged- that's called

capitalism by the way- it's a function of supply and demand. Each
year, there is a large group of students willing to pay ridiculous
rents, so there will always be a
batch of greedy landlords
willing to accept your money.
As permanent residents- and
I hasten to point out that none
of the landlords are permanent residents of the beachwe get no benefit from the
rent you are paying. Only a
small portion of your rent
goes to pay Town taxes, and
that doesn't even begin to
cover the additional services
we need because of the high
density of renters. While we
struggle to maintain and improve
our homes, many of these landlords that charge you outrageous
rents do little to improve their
properties, except the bare minimum to keep them matginally habitable. You live there; I don't have
Continued pg. 10

Why I Wore Jeans Last Thursday
To the Editor:
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your home. When you were growing up, would your parents have allowed you to go out in the middle of
the street at night, drunk as a skunk,
and scream at the top of your lungs

I know no one has asked me, and
I certainly understand that you might
not be interested but I am going to
tell you anyway why I wore
jeans on 10/29/98, gay jeans
day.
Since it happened I have
had trouble getting Matthew
Sheppard and his horrific
death out of my mind. I can
not speak for others who
have gone through the type
of experience that our family endured last year, but it
has made me much more
sensitive to the value of a
human life. To see the courage and struggle.The incredible fight
and will of the patients in the bone
marrow transplant unit.To watch the
efforts of the doctors and the nurses
who care for these patients, and the
support and love they receive from
their families combined with the
costs and technology of the unit

makes one very aware of the vale of
all human life. The fact that our son
lost his battle, but as Gunther wrote
so many years ago death be not
proud he fought you the whole way,

"recognize that
everyone is entitled
to full civil rights."

only makes me appreciate life all the
more. In addition it has made me
acutely sensitive to the beauty and
the ugliness all around us.
It is because of Joshua's struggle
I could not remain silent this year,
albeit my gesture does not even rise
to the level of minimal action. While

it might be true that what happened
to Matthew was a random act inflicted by unique individuals it was
not an act that was random. What
I mean is these individuals did not
choose their victim because of his college major,
or his profession, or his
hair color but because of hi
sexual orientation. No matter how much we say that
this act was committed by
two individuals they were
to some extent conditioned
by the society in which
they grew up. A society
that at least implicitly condones and supports homophobia. One does not
have to accept any given life-style
or consider it morally or biologically correct to recognize that everyone is entitled to full civil rights
and to be treated with dignity. Every act of silence while certainly
Continued pg. 10
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Commentary
By John O'Dea
CO-COMMENTARY EDITOR

I am amazed by the method of argument utilized by members of the Fairfield
Beach Road Association. It is a wonderful example of selective listening and
close-mindedness.
In a letter to the Mirror, FBRA President-elect Colleen Sheridan wrote, "I find
it somewhat amazing that you
would condone drunk driving, disorderly behavior, trespassing, vandalism, underage drinking and disturbing the peace as acceptable behavior in a town you truly called
home." This letter came as a response to an article printed in the
Oct. 8 issue. I wrote that article, and
I reread that article. I am confident
in saying that I never once condoned
any of that behavior. To accuse me
of doing so is ridiculous.
Nonetheless, that accusation has
been made and I feel I must respond. Where, exactly did I write
drunk driving was a good idea? I
think that you should be a lot more careful when you put something in writing
Ms. Sheridan, lest you lose all credibility.
Do you, Ms. Sheridan, condone drunk
driving, trespassing, disorderly conduct,
and harassment? I ask because some "lifelong residents," as you say, have been involved in such behavior. I will go out on
a limb and say that there have been instances where someone was arrested for
drunk driving in the town of Fairfield who
was not a student at Fairfield University.
I have friends who live on Fairfield
Beach Road who were awakened one
morning to find their neighbor in their
house, uninvited mind you, demanding
that they get up and speak with them. If I
were you, I would mention to your fel-

Editor defends comments to
beach resident
low FBRA members that this is trespassing, which is illegal.
There is a full-time resident on Reef
Road, within walking distance of Lantern
Point, who has, on occasion, conducted
himself in a disorderly fashion. "The
Mayor," as he is known to Fairfield students, could be seen as a detriment to
Fairfield society. By your logic of guiltby-association, all full-time residents are
nuisances that should be taken care of.
You must think that this example is a

I never once
condoned any
of that
behavior/'
little ridiculous. Surely every Fairfield
resident cannot be judged based on the
actions of one man. That would be stupid, right? Well, so is judging an entire
University based on the actions of so few
You wrote, "we never said that we
didn't like students as neighbors."That's
nice, but I think your actions are in direct
contradiction with that sentiment. Some
members of FBRA have targeted twelve
houses for eviction from the very start of
the academic year. That is not the mark
of a friendly neighbor.
One thing that has been mentioned recently is overcrowding by students. I understand that the limit of four unrelated
people per residence is in place for environmental safety reasons.
I must wonder if most beach residents are

Beach resident Speaks for Students
To the Editor:
Recently on the front page of the
CT Post was an article entitled, "Senior
Ganim vowing lawsuit." In the article a
house belonging to Mr. Ganim, #1019
Fairfield Beach Road, was alleged to be
at the top of the list of homes the "200member" Fairfield Beach Association
gave to town officials as being the "noisiest and most suspected of containing excessive numbers of residents."
Complaints have been made that
students drink, make noise, and urinate
publicly. Perhaps some may, but this negative picture of students apparently has
become a stereotype for the Fairfield
Beach Association members. It is an unfortunate one. If members of the Fairfield
Beach Association would get to know
their neighbor, they might be surprised.
This morning I looked up #1019 Fairfield
Beach Road in the student directory and
learned that it is the house of a young
woman for whom I had just written a letter of recommendation for a Fulbright
Fellowship. Furthermore, at Fairfield

University this young woman supervises
over 75 student Eucharistic Ministers.
The application for a Fulbright
Fellowship is to work in Malawi with
AIDS orphans, which has been a dream
of hers for years. She hopes to be at
Malawi Children's Village, which has
only two full-time staff members and several dozen volunteers and serves 35 villages, 30,000 people and 2,000 orphans.
This young woman is dedicated to serving her fellow humans. She will be giving of herself, sharing, caring for others,
and spreading God's love. What a good
example she has set for all of us!
Sincerely,
Elizabeth B. Gardner
Professor, Fairfield
University
Beach Area Resident
(but not Association
member)
Editors Note: This a copy of a letter
originally sent to the CT Post

concerned with the ecosystem or with removing students when they refer to this
zoning law. When there is a house with
eight bedrooms at the beach, it is ludicrous
to have a law stating that only four people
can reside there. I am not saying that it is
acceptable to pack the house with as many
people as possible, but it would make
sense to make some change.
I think that this law should be modified to fit the present situation. I do not
think that overcrowding should be taken
lightly, but I also think that the condition in which many students live
cannot be classified as overcrowded.
If the town would consider looking
at each house on an individual basis
and putting a realistic limit on the
number of people allowed to live in
each house, many of the overcrowding problems would be resolved.
In your letter, Ms. Sheridan, you
write that you can do little to resolve
the problems facing our town. I understand that. But harassing student
residents is not one possible solution. If you wish to videotape our
parties, be my guest. But I will guarantee that doing so will not benefit anyone.
I understand your frustration, but quite
frankly many students do not want to listen to you anymore. You have tried to
eliminate our right to private property, a
right afforded us by the Constitution. We
may not have the money to own property
here, but we do rent. And if you think that
we will let you step all over us, you are
sorely mistaken.
And for the record, there are many issues that we as a community have to deal
with, some of which include drunk driving and underage drinking. But so long as
you refuse to let us live in peace, we will
never be able to turn our full attention to
these issues. We have to spend too much
of our energy defending ourselves from
your attacks. And we're tired of doing so.

Diversity conference
To the Editor:
Just a reminder to any students
willing to make a creative mark on the upcoming Student Summit on Divesity (Feb.
20, 1999).
The last meeting was held at the
Multiculural Relations room in Loyola.
The format of the Summit is varied (surprise). We are organizing teh Student Summit to be educational, intelectual, cultural,
and entertaining. Some of the ideas submitted were roundtable discussions on topics such as racism, classism, and sexism.
We hope to have poetry readings, music,
drum circles, as well as media events
throughout the day. Lunch and diverse
snacks will be provided. Of course, need I
remind you that we have asked Ntosaki
Shange to be our keynote speaker
Please contact Michael Franz (x.
6219) or Brian Mello (x. 3868) for Student Summit on Diversity general information or volunteer info.

On My Mind

Aren't we
getting a bit
silly?
By Timothy Welsh
CO-COMMENTARY EDITOR

This week I learned that there is a
place right here in within a short drive
from campus were people are leading a
horribly oppressed life. Where they have
no control over their own neighborhoods; where gangs of youth make them
live in fear; where they are trapped by
their surroundings and have no way out.
When I was told this I instantly
though of some of the places in Bridgeport that I have visited with Campus
Ministry over the last few years. Some
place like East Main Street where children told me about sleeping in a bathtub
to avoid shootings in the night.These are
places where you chance of getting out
are not always that good.
But that's not what was being described to me. Apparently these horrible
conditions exist in the town of Fairfield.
Anyone interested in seeing such abject
poverty need only drive down to Fairfield

"That's called
capitalism by
the way"
Beach Road. At least it seems that way
according to Ms. Sheridan, president of
the Fairfield Beach Road Association.
Actually I know Ms. Sheridan didn't
paint such a grim picture but it sure
sounds like she feels like she and the
other "lifelong residents" are trapped by
the conditions at the beach. It is unfortunate that when they were born in those
houses, which is my interpretation of
"lifelong resident", that they were born
into such a caste system that they can
never escape from.
I know this sounds ridiculous, because it is. The reason I point this out is
because of Ms. Sheridan's comments
about what is and is not capitalism. I am
glad that she takes the time to mention
the economics of the situation because
it is clear that she has no conception of
how they actually affect the situation.
She is right when she says that every
year hoards of students are willing to pay
"ridiculous rents", which she seems to
think is the cause of the problem. To
quote her own letter: "That's called capi-

Continuedpg. 10
Sincerely,
Tim Bradley, '99
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Advice from FBRA president
Continued from pg. 8
to tell you that the conditions you are living in are less then luxurious for the cost
you are paying. We would love to have
you pay less, have fewer students sharing a property and limit rentals to seniors.
Sadly, it is difficult for us to do anything
about this. However, the combined impact of overcrowded living arrangements, deferred maintenance of the rental
housing stock and illegal activities by
some renters does indeed decrease property value for surrounding homes, which
is why we make this claim.
You go on to say "like it or not,
there are many students from FU who
are our neighbors...". Well, we never said
we didn't like students as neighbors,
what we have said, over and over and
over again, is that we don't like the rude,
obnoxious and illegal behavior of some
neighbors in our neighborhood.
You ask that we come up wi,th
a solution that benefits both sides. We
would be happy to oblige. Unfortunately
it is the University that must come to

grips with this situation. We, as residents, can do little to compel the University to limit off campus housing to
seniors first, then juniors on a lottery
system. We can do little to force the
University to take a stronger position
in dealing with serious offenders- the
ones who give you all a bad name. We
can do nothing to compel the landlords
to charge reasonable, affordable rents
when so many students are willing to
pay unreasonable rents. We can do nothing to keep some underclassmen from
leaving campus, crashing your parties
and behaving badly in the streets.
You ask us to compromise- on
what specifically? Our demands are
simple. We insist that our laws are upheld by our public officials. On this we
will not compromise.
From your article, I perceive
you don't like advice. However, at the
risk of being vilified, I am going to venture to give some. If you are truly a resident of this town, as you claim to be,
you should be just as mad as we are that
a group (hopeful a small group) of ill

mannered hooligans not only ruin our
lives at the beach, but your and the
University's reputation. You should be
appalled that young, fellow students were
mowed down by a car in the street and
their lives are now irreparably and permanently harmed; even the driver will
suffer forever from one mistake to that
could have be prevented. You should be
"Mad As Hell" too, but not at the residents, we are just trying to live in peace.
Aim your barbs at the people who can
make a difference. If you see the justification of our demands and you want to
make a difference, we are willing to help
you work toward a reasonable solution.
Just call us- but not with threats.
Sincerely,
Colleen Sheridan
President ElectFairfield Beach Road Association

The Fairfield Mirror

Jeans day
and human
rights
Continued from pg. 8
not comparable to an overtly hostile act
helps to contribute to the climate that creates the conditions for that hostile act.
Matthew's sexual preference should
have been his private business just as I
believe my own is my private business.
Neither he nor I should expect that we
need any body else's approval nor do we
have to answer to any body else, but the
two people made Matthew's private life
choice public and that means that the rest
of us must also make, I believe, public
declaration in the name of decency, dignity and the beauty and sanctity of life.
Sincerely,
Donald Greenber
Associate Professor of Politics

The economics
of the situation
continued from pg. 9
-

COMMUNICATION MAJORS
MANDATORY MEETING FOR
SPRING '99 REGISTRATION !

Saturday, November 7 at School of Nursing 203
Class of 99

-

9:30 -11:30 a.m.

Class of'00

-

12:15 - 2:15 p.m.

Class of'01

-

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

F ailure to attend may result in inability to register for
Communication courses.

talism by the way." She might think that
the rent is too high but since the market
sets the price there must be someone who
doesn't think its so ridiculous. Would this
be the supply and demand function that
Ms. Sheridan explains so well?
Her next complaint is that "we get no
benefit from the rent you are paying."
Good. You are not meant to get a benefit
from it unless you are the landlord. Again
that's called capitalism. Just like I do not
receive a benefit from the clothes one
might buy at the GAP, you should not get
a benefit from your neighbor's rent.
Each year students make their own decision, as adults, and as capitalists, to live
at the beach and they are well within their
right to do so. I am sorry if the residents
of Fairfield Beach Road feel like they have
no options and are going to be left with
houses that have no value here in the richest county in America. It is sad that
Fairfield students have lived at the beach
for the past thirty years and that the "lifelong residents" had absolutely no choice
in living where they do.
That is the unfortunate side of capitalism. Someone always seems to lose out.
It just seems odd to be that in a town that
is willing to pay twice as much for everything else that people would really be
trapped in such housing. I guess the oncampus residents are just lucky that we
don't have to live in such a horrible place.
I have never lived at the beach, and
have never been interested in doing so.
Ms. Sheridan's letter only makes me more
sure of that decision. I can only hope that
the people who belong to The Fairfield
Beach Road Association might take the
time to visit a place where people really
are trapped by economics. Until such time
I can only wait for them to gain a little
perspective.
"Satire is just a way of telling the truth
with humor."
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A far cry from the Bates Motel
"Psycho" star pays tribute to Hitchcock
ByMattWhelan
STAFF WRITER
In retrospect, a Holiday Inn probably
would have been a much better idea. Fortunately, for fans of suspense films she
chose a little out of the way place known
as the Bates Motel and the rest is history.
Actress Janet Leigh, best known for
her role as the ill fated Marion Crane in
Psycho, was the guest speaker at an
evening of tribute to the directional genius of Alfred Hitchcock, October 30th
in the Regina A. Quick for the Arts.
Speaking before a sold out crowd of approximately 700, Leigh applauded
Hitchcock for his cinematic accomplishments, "I can't think of anyone else who's
contributed more to modern cinema".
Leigh praised Hitchcock's ability to
draw the audience into films and make
them as much as a character in the movie
as one of the actors. "Viewers became
part of the creative process, themselves,
through their own imaginations."
Hitchcock employed the most creative
tool of all, the human mind, and let the
audience scare themselves.
It was a different culture in I960 when
Psycho was released and with much
stricter film codes filmmakers couldn't
rely on stomach churning special effects
the way they do today to scare their audience. Instead, emphasis was placed on
atmosphere and tension and the viewers
were allowed to imagine their own horrific effects. Hitchcock, of course, was
the undisputed master of this style.
"With imagination you can soar to
great heights," Leigh said, recalling how
fans would tell her how gory and terrifying her shower death scene was when in
fact, the film showed very little. Their
imagination had created incredible scenes
of horror, more potent than anything a

special effects team could conjure. "You
couldn't show what went on in my head.
Unfortunately, today they would."
Leigh spoke especially to aspiring
filmmakers in the audience, warning
against relying on new technology and

Psychotica, a film written and directed
by Luke Goljan '01, was also featured.
An exceptionally well produced film,
which parodied elements and filmmaking techniques employed by Hitchcock.
"All the music used was lifted from films

photo courtesy of F.U. Public Relations
Janet Leigh spoke at the Quick Center last Friday on the late Alfred Hitchcock.

neglecting the essentials of good cinema.
"Just because you can doesn't mean you
have to. Don't use it as a crutch. Keep
writing and preparation central, make it
right...make it good."

that mimic [Hitchcock's] work. True
Hitchcock purists would pick up on it",
Goljan said.
The film, which was warmly received by the audience, featured themes

and images from Rear Window, North by
Northwest, Vertigo and The Birds among
others. "It was amazing. He's really going
to make something of himself with work
like that", said Katie Heather '99.
The evening at the Quick Center also
included an unveiling of the recently released Alfred Hitchcock commemorative
stamp. Designed to celebrate the works of
Hitchcock and his contribution to the legacy
of American filmmaking, it is part of the
Legends of Hollywood series. Other recently honored celebrities include
Humphrey Bogart, Marilyn Monroe and
James Dean.
Afterwards, fans standing on line in the
Quick Center lobby to purchase sheets of
the stamps gave positive reviews of the
evening. Joaquin Mercado '98 said, "It was
a great evening. It had a very conversational
and from-the-heart feel to it. I've always
been a fan of films like Verigo and The
Birds. This inspired me to see his lesser
known films."
Frank Natale '98 added, "It was
an aspiring night for future filmmakers."
Rachael Kunst, '00 also enjoyed the presentation. "It was highly informative. It
gave you better insight to the man behind
the camera."
Professor Wes Davis, the master of ceremonies, talked excitedly about the evening
and the chance to personally interview
Janet Leigh for the Ham Channel. "It was
wonderful. She' s an incredibly gracious
woman."
He explained what an honor it was
to interview the star of a movie that had
such an impact on him. "I've always loved
Psycho so it was the oddest feeling [interviewing Leigh]. It felt new, yet familiar."
Joanne Dean '99 praised the program.
"It was very well put together and the student film was great. It was a great tribute
to one of the few truly great directors. He
didn't need blood and gore to scare an audience. He was much more of an artist."

Cinzano's: (zplairfiiel&'s Classical wuuine
By Terence McCarron
A&E EDITOR

Cinzano's
1920 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT
Grade: A
I figured it was time to take a
break from all the restaurants that specialize in burgers and fries and go eat at
some establishment that is a little classier
and maybe even a little more expensive.
Then Mom and Dad came up for a visit.
Bam! Here's my chance to do just that
and for free!
My discovery was Cinzano's,

a restaurant that boldly describes itself
in this year's S.T.A.G. as "The best in
Homestyle Italian Cuisine in a Classical
Setting." Pretty confident for a restaurant
that shares a center with Dunkin Donuts.
However the geographical proximity to
DND only serves to magnify the truth
about the restaurant. Their bold statement
will get no argument here.
This Italian eatery had it all:
great service, elegant ambiance, ample
servings, spectacular menu entrees, and
even delicious specials, which included
clams and mussels among other options.
Cinzano's truly is the perfect "special
night" restaurant in Fairfield. I call it a
"special night" restaurant because its
prices, though not exorbitant, are a little
more than what a college student might

be able to afford. But truly, no matter what
you get, it is sure to be part of a great dining experience.
The atmosphere was perfect for
an Italian restaurant. Dim lights were rescued by candles from the tables. They
make the most of the space they have
without making you feel like you are rubbing elbows with strangers.
Looking over the menu, I found
most entrees to be in the $15 dollar range
with some going up to the low $20 range
and some as low as $12. This might be a
little more than what most college students can afford. However, these prices
do compete with some less quality establishments that serve bar & grill style
foods. The way I see it, if you are going
to spend $50 on a dinner with a few

drinks, why not get some food and service
that will make it well worth the precious
dollars we spend.
I ate the Chicken Parmigiana
which I would eat again withoutia
moment's hesitation. The serving was extremely generous and it came with salad or
pasta. I chose pasta, though I could hardly
finish it with all the chicken I ate! My folks
had pasta and veal as well as a special. We
all were pleased with the portion and the
taste. The food was hot and it came rather
quickly considering we were there in the
middle of a Saturday dinner rush.
Our service matched the first class
atmosphere. Our waiter was efficient and
pleasant on an extremely busy night. We
did not feel as though we were hassling him
- .

continued on p. 13
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Levee a viable option
Student pub worth looking into
By Kelly Brennan
STAFF WRITER
Looking for a place to socialize
without the headache of problems at the
beach? Many students are reconsidering
Fairfield University's student run pavilion,
the Levee, which offers food, drink, live
music, and various other events with the
convenience of being located on campus.
Attendance at the Levee has increased
since last year and FUS A President Mike
Piagentini said it is mainly due to this year's
more popular programming. "The psychic
fair on Halloween pulled a good crowd and
Angry Salad brought in around 100
people," said Piagentini.
"It's a good place to drop into. I think
that they've been doing a good job with the
senior events and the specials," said Carrie
Baldassari, '99. Dan Richardson, '99, said
that though he personally doesn't attend
much, "it's good for the certain crowd that
goes there".
The idea for the campus pub was proposed in March, 1994 by FUSA in the
hopes to improve social life as well as to
keep it on campus. Construction soon began and the Levee was up and running by
September 1995, offering food, alcohol,
and live entertainment.
In a November 1997 survey of student
opinions on campus, the Levee received
one of the highest ratings compared to all
other institutions on campus. Based on telephone interviews to a random sample of
203 university students, nine students gave
the Levee a favorable rating for every one

negative comment, one of the highest
favorable/unfavorable ratios in the survey.
Yet, many students often give mixed
reviews on the Levee. Meghan Griffin,
'00, doesn't enjoy going to the Levee
because she says, "students want to get
off campus". Amy Dematteis, '00, and
Heather Rotnofsky, '00, haven't been

to the Levee since their freshman yean
As a 21 -year old townhouse resident,
Carrie Baldassari feels that the Levee
is a "relaxed and convenient atmosphere
for an early beverage". Kerry Stewart,
'99, enjoys going to see her friends that
bartend at the Levee. In addition, sh
ethinhks that the Levee has improved

its advertisement in trying to get more
people to attend.
FUSA has many events planned for the
Levee thsi fall, including bands every Friday and Saturday night and a show by
Theatre Fairfield in November.
"The Levee started with mainly
compedy and band series but the comedians didn't work well," said Jane Nolan,

into a more attractive place to eat. Similarly, there are always plenty of good bar
specials.
Although the Levee serves alcohol to
those over 21, it is a place where mostly
underclassmen hang out. "Upperclassmen
usually come either early, before they go
out, or late, after they return from the
beach or bars," said Nolan.
FUSA spends more money on Levee
programming int he winter months because int he cold weather, fewer students
venture tot he beach. One event planned
for January is a Swing theme weekend. It
will involve a swing dance class on a Friday night and then a live Swing band on
Saturday night.
"Because the Levee is fairly new, we're
not going to see major improvements
within a year, It is something that needs
to build but I do think that it has steadily
been improving," said Nolan.

Write for A&E!
Submissions due
by Sunday at
2pm
in the Mirror
Office in
Gonzaga Hall

FUSA Vice President of Student Activities. "We try to book on campus bands like
Jedi Mind Trick and For All the Cows because they pull the best crowds."
Food prices have recently been lowered at the Levee and FUSAhas requested
that Sodexho improve the food quality, all
in hopes of turning the student pavilion
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Music Trends

Three hip hop power players
How important are they?
By Kurt Trumbour
STAFF WRITER

Rolling Stone magazine recently proclaimed Wyclef, Jay-Z, and
Master P, the three most powerful and
important figures in hip hop today. While
there is no denying the power that these
three artists possess in the music world
as a result of their various record business ventures and keen business senses,
I feel obligated to debate the use of the
word "important" as a description of their
relation to hip hop.
Hip hop music was built on innovation. Early on, importance meant
which DJ had the newest and most unique
mixing routine and what MC had the
freshest lyrics. Innovation has been a
constant for the last 20 years of the culture, but recently there has been a significant split between those, artists concerned with artistic development and experimentalism versus those who do not
seem to be concerned with such concepts
at all.
I feel the need to shed some
light on two groups who, though not as
well-known as Wyclef, Jay-Z, and Master P, are providing the vital creativity and
soul that is hip hop at its purest and most
"important"-Latryx and Company Flow.
Latryx consists of MC's Lyrics

Born and Lateef the Truthspeaker. As part
of the Bay-Area conglomerate known as
Quannum, the family of turntable and
beat scientist DJ Shadow, Latryx issued
its brilliant debut album "Latryx" in 1997.
Lyrics Born and Lateef are two
of the deepest and most poetic lyricists
out today, yet have the ability to display
the aggressiveness that could easily intimidate other MC's into retiring their
mics. For example, Lyrics Born quietly
contemplates the realities of manhood on
"Balcony Beach," and then proceeds to
deliver one of the all-time best solo
MC'ing performances oh the live-band
driven and exhausting "Burnt Pride."
Of the duo's many exceptional
musical talents, perhaps the most impressive is their ability to stretch hip hop's
boundaries into new realms of vocal experimentalism. The classic single "Lady
Don't Tek No" finds Lyrics Born and
Lateef stepping away from the traditional
notion of MC'ing and still commanding
the mic in an effortless half-singing/halfrhyming delivery. Latryx is the embodiment of versatility and artistic devotion,
and the purity of their spirit is as infectious as their stunning music.
New York City representatives
El Producto, Big Juss, and DJ Mr. Len,
better known as Company Flow, share the
same artistic dedication to hip hop culture as Latryx, but their spirit is manifested in a slightly different style. El-P

and Big Juss bleed a sheer brutality when
they rhyme, commanding attention with
their mastery of the English language and
their raw lyrical skill.
The summer of 1997 saw the release of Co-Flow's first full-length effort,
the groundbreaking "Funcrusher Plus."
Songs like "Fire In Which You Burn" with
its pounding drums and Indian strings,
and "Tragedy of War In 3 Parts" a CoFlow symphony featuring everything
from the sound of a heartbeat to Caribbean steel drums, showcase the groups'
astounding musical creativity and skill.
The hauntingly moving "Last
Good Sleep" is one of hip hop's best narratives and moments of honesty, as El-P
describes disturbing memories of witnessing his alcoholic stepfather abuse his
mother. Their current single "End To End
Burner" is yet another journey through
Co-Flow's untouchable world of hip hop
interpretation, and has all eyes in the hip
hop world set on the new album due out
this winter.
Latryx and Company Flow will
propel hip hop into the next century by
setting standards of artistry and excellence with each release. You probably
won't see them on MTV, or on the cover
of Rolling Stone. But when rap's pop stars
run out of classics to sample for hits,
maybe Latryx and Co-Flow will finally
gain the recognition they deserve.

Cinzano's:
Fairfield's
finest
continued from p. 11
at all with any of our requests. He even
rolled with the multiple jokes my father
loves to pull on unsuspecting servers,
which in and of itself is 20% gratuity worthy! He even jabbed back, demanding
we order in Italian. However, the whole
time he carried a definite respect for us
as customer^ which simply adds to the
classiness of the restaurant.
Other little things combined to
make this a great night at Cinzano's. Oiir
bread basket was always full and our
glasses were never empty and our food
was brought hot. All in all, this was the
best dining experience I have had in
Fairfield.
The classy atmosphere, friendly
elegance and delectable dishes make this
restaurant a must-experience in the
Fairfield area. See for yourself, open for
lunch or dinner, Cinzano's is indeed "The
best Homestyle Italian Cuisine in a Classical Setting."
Reservations are suggested.
They have a takeout menu for students.

What's for breakfast?
Who's got the best bacon, egg, and cheese ?
By John Griffith
SPORTS EDITOR

Fairfield University beach residents do not have the ability to roll out of
bed and crawl to the campus center for a
Sodexho treat. The closest we have is a
Water's Edge bacon, egg and cheese sandwich.
Water's Edge makes a good
sandwich but anyone who ate Sodexho for
two years knows that eating the same
thing everyday gets old quick. One night,
out of sheer boredom (and after a few
beers), seniors Rob Barone, Pat Matthews,
John Ramsden, Tom Griffiths, Pat Kelley,
Mike Gionfriddo, Mike Giordano and
myself, John Griffith, in the unending
quest to find variety, began to argue about
the best breakfast sandwich in town. What
ensued, The Great Bacon, Egg, and
Cheese Debate, changed our lives, or
rather our digestive patterns over the
course of a few days.
On Saturday and Sunday for two
weekends in a row we went on a breakfast journey around Fairfield to settle this
heated argument.
Our elaborate rating system below tells half of our story (scale of 1-5, 5
being the best):
What's Cooking: Price- 4 ($1.59), Service-5, Convenience-4, Quality of Egg5, Quality of Bacon-4, Taste-5, Score- 27
Bagels and...: Price-1 ($2.45), Service5, Convenience- 4, Egg- 5, Bacon-5,

Taste- 5, Score- 25
Duchess: Price- 5 ($1.30), Service-3,
Convenience- 4, Egg-4, Bacon-2, Taste3, Score-21
Water's Edge: Price-2 ($2.12), Service4, Convenience-5, Egg-2, Bacon-3, Taste2, Score-18
The Driftwood: Price- 4 ($ 1.85), Service2, Convenience-l,Egg-3, Bacon-4, Taste4, Score-18
Bud's Deli: Price -4 ($1.85), Service-2,
Convenience-4, Egg-2, Bacon-1, Taste-2,
Score-15

«

Gold's Deli: Price- 5 ($1.35), Service-4,
Con venience-2, Egg-1, Bacon-1, Taste-1,
Score-14
Sodexho: Price-1 (unless you have a meal
plan), Service-1, Convenience-4, Egg-1,
Bacon-1, Taste-1, Score-9
The sleeper award and best allaround go to What's Cooking (1700 Post
Rd.). None of us had ever eaten here, but
we all will go back for seconds. An excellent bacon, egg and cheese sandwich,
along with prompt service and a great
price make What's Cooking the winner
of our adventure. We highly recommend
this hole-in-the-wall.
Bagel's and...(1610 Post Rd.)

Our journey had to end after eight
of these fattening sandwiches because Tom, along with his chest
pains, began to feel a little lethargic
and Pat began to feel like he, 'what
they call a little bit of a weight
problem'."

won the award of Best for the Buck because for only $2.45 you get two eggs
and a huge bagel, by far the largest sandwich of any we had. Bagel's and... also
has great croissants but they usually run
out of them very early.
Our goal was to test every
place in town that serves a bacon, egg
and cheese sandwich. Our journey had
to end after eight of these fattening sandwiches because Tom Griffiths, along
with his chest pains, began to feel a little
lethargic and Pat Kelley began to feel
like he had "what they call a little bit of
a weight problem."
Rob Barone had trouble getting into his car because he was last seen
hunched over the railing at Bud's Deli
crying, "No more cheese, no more
che..." Pat Matthews, a strong advocate
of the ham, egg, and cheese, was convinced that his sandwich would taste
better with a Guiness.
Rob finally made it home and,
after a week of recovery, he claims the
cheese will take at least nine months to
exit his body.
Try some of these places and
form your own opinion, but be smart and
eat in moderation.
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Patriot League field hockey tournament preview
Fairfield University

Colgate University

Patriot League Record: 5-1 (1st place) Overall Record: 13-6
1998 vs rest of field: 2-1

Patriot League Record: 3-3 (4th place) Overall Record: 8-8
1998 vs. Fairfield: won 4-0
1998 vs. rest of field: 0-2

Players to watch for:

Players to watch for:

Jodie Kuczarski, Sr., Midfield

10 goals, 3 assists
4 game-winning goals
1997 All-Patriot League
Selected to play in the Senior
North-South All-Star game
Izabella Kotowski, Fr., Forward 10 goals, 9 assists
Alexia Kennedy, Fr. Forward
9 goals, 4 assists
Adrienne Williamson, Sr., Defense
Karen Zanleoni, Fr., Defense
Selected to play in the Senior
Trisha Stanley, Sr., Defense
North-South All-Star game
Goals against average: 1.47
Kandiss Kulp, Jr., Goalie
Save percentage: .871
Shutouts: 2
Fairfield head coach Jackie Leonard on her Stags,
"We are very excited to be hosting the tournament considering
we were ranked dead last in the coaches pre-season poll. We are very
comfortable playing at home (8-2 home record). We must keep playing the game we've developed over the past two months. We know
we lost to Colgate, but that was almost two months ago and we are a
different team now. There are four very good teams coming here and
the team with the most heart will win."

Jocelyn D'Angelo, Sr., Forward 11 goals, 7 assists (league leader]
4 game-winning goals
Lindsay Sones, Jr., Forward
9 goals, 5 assists
Carol Wojdyla, Sr., Midfield
Molly Russo, Sr., Defense
Hilary Meyer, Sr., Goalie
Goals against average: 1.31
Save percentage: .875
Shutouts: 2
2-time All-Patriot League
1997 Patriot League Defensive
Plaver of the Year
Colgate head coach Cathy Foto on her Red Raiders,
"We are very excited to be in the tournament. We have a lot of
respect for Fairfield and we know they are tough at their home field.
We beat them back in September and we'd like to think that gives us
an edge, but really all it gives us is the confidence that we know we
can beat them. When we beat them our goalie played very well and
that must happen again because Fairfield is very threatening offensively. We know the Fairfield team we played is different from the
team we will play on Friday.
We think our real edge is that we've played in the tournament
before and Fairfield has not."

Bucknell University

College of the Holy Cross

Patriot League Record: 5-1 (2nd place) Overall Record: 14-4
1998 vs. Fairfield: lost 3-2 (OT)
1998 vs. rest of field: 2-0

Patriot League Record: 4-2 (3rd place) Overall Record: 9-8
1998 vs. Fairfield: lost 2-1 (OT)
1998 vs. rest of field: 1-1

Players to watch for:

Players to watch for:

AH Roberts, Sr., Forward
sists

17 goals (league leader), 4 as-

8 game-winning goals
Annie Lavigne, So., Midfield 13 goals, 3 assists
Michelle Fecteau, Jr., Midfield 9 assists (league leader)
Maquel Salley, Jr., Goalie
Goals against average: .96
Save percentage: .860
Shutouts: 2
Holy Cross head coach Meg Galligan on her Crusaders,
"Our team is coming into the tournament very confident. We
had a strong finish to our regular season, winning our last few games.
Hopefully this momentum will stay with us throughout the tournament."

Dena Ebert, Fr., Forward
Kate Twombly, Jr., Midfield
Jenny Zimmerman, Midfield
Maureen Breslin, Goalie

11 goals
5 goals, 6 assists
Goals against average: 2.12
Save percentage: .755
Shutouts: 1

Bucknell head coach Heather Lewis on her Bison,
"We are very excited to be here. Our goal at the beginning of
the season was to compete for the championship. We weren't in the
tournament last year, so much like Fairfield, we are excited to have
the opportunity to compete for the championship."

Field hockey set to defend home turf
By John Griffith
SPORTS EDITOR

At the beginning of the season
Fairfield was chosen by the coaches of
the Patriot League to finish in last place.
After opening league play with a loss to
Colgate, Fairfield hasn't looked back,
winning five league games in a row and
earning home field advantage over Holy
Cross by virtue of the September overtime win against the Crusaders.
The 1998 Patriot League field
hockey tournament will be held at University Field this weekend. On Saturday
the semifinals begin with #1 seed Fairfield
playing #4 seed Colgate at 2:00 p.m. The
second semifinal, starting at 4:00 p.m..

pits #2 seed Holy Cross against #3 seed
Bucknell. The winners meet in the
championship game on Sunday at 3:00
p.m.
Closing the season with three
tough games against Ivy League opponents Yale, Dartmouth and Brown, the
Stags should be well prepared to defend
home turf against their Patriot League
foes.
The winner of the tournament
advances to a play-in game on Tuesday,
November 10 against the winner of the
Atlantic-10 conference tournament for a
bid to the NCAA Championships.
photo: Sports Info

Irish Stanley and the Stags are eyeing their first-ever Patriot League Held hockey title.
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tournament preview

Fairfield University

Loyola College

MAAC Record: 9-0 (First Place) Overall Record: 17-1
1998 vs. Rest of Field: 4-0

MAAC Record: 6-2-1 (Second Place) Overall Record: 9-7-2
1998 vs. Fairfield: Lost 4-3 (OT) 1998 Record vs. Rest of field: 1-2

Players to Watch:

Players To Watch:

Abby Allan, Jr., Forward: 1997 MAAC Player of the Year
15 goals, 7 assists in 1998
Pam Cluff, Fr., Midfield: Scored twice to help beat Loyola in Oct.
8 goals, 3 assists in 1998
Anne Lyons, So., Goalie: 1997 MAAC Tournament M.V.P.
1998 Goals Against Average: .81
Julie Stevens, Sr., Defense: Co-captiain
Anchor of the Fairfield defense
Fairfield head coach Maria Piechocki on the tournament field:
On Manhattan: "Manhattan is a team that is underrated and they have
more potential than what they showed when we played them earlier in
the season."
On St. Peter's: "St. Peter's plays with a lot of composure and determination. They are a sleeper ... if anyone can upset a higher ranking
team, it's them."
On Loyola:"They are always extremely competitive, and they always
get up when they play us. Loyola is probably our greatest rival."

Kathleen Shields, So., Midfield

Naura Groarke, Fr., Defense
Sara Lindenmuth, Fr., Forward
Loyola head coach Joe Mallia on his Greyounds::
"In practice, we've been doing some late season wrap-ups, and
tying to accomlish things we've been striving towards.
"We're not looking ahead [past St. Peter's], but we know what
we can play at Fairfield's level. In order to do that, we need to go out
and get the job done.
"Fairfield comes out and finds a way to win games . . . they
have so much confidence when they come out onto the field, and they
should be credited for that. That might be the most difficult thing to
overcome when you play Fairfield.
"Plus, it never hurts to have a marque player like Abby Allan."

St. Peter's College
MAAC Record 6-3 (3rd Place) Overall Record 8-8-1
1998 vs. Fairfield: Lost 3-1 vs. Rest of field: 0-3
Players to Watch
Nina Bustos, Jr., Forward: 4 game winning goals in 1998,3 in
MAAC matches
Maureen Elliott, So., Defender: MAAC Player of the Year
nomineee
Jen Meyerson, Fr., Midfield:

MAAC Rookie of the Year
nominee

Hope Steffenson, Jr., Forward: Scored against Fairfield in 1998
Has scored in last 4 games

1997 Freshman AllAmerican

Manhattan College
MAAC Record: 5-3-1 (Fourth Place) Overall Record: 8-6-2
1998 vs. Fairfield: Lost 7-0 1998 Record vs. Field: 2-1

Players to Watch
Laurie Spera, Fr., Forward

14 goa!s,2 assists in 1998

Jessica Sofsian, Sr., Midfielder

4 goals, 2 assists in 1998

Lori Graham, Sr., Goalie

4 goals, 1 assist in 1998

Fairfield Midfielder Mackenzie Bruno on Manhattan:

St. Peter's head coach Jack Parker on his Peahens:
"We're a young team that's trying to develop some consistency ... our school has never won a MAAC tournament game so
that's something that we are obviously trying to do.
"Loyola is very solid, with an outstaning tradition. It's always
great to get a second look at a team that's beaten you earlier in the
season.
"Fairfield is the team to beat in this tournament. If we play
them, we would have to use our heads. They've got the best players,
they play well together, so it's tough to counter all of their weapons.
"We went 6-3 in the MAAC, but we've been very strong in
close games winning 4 in overtime."

"Last time we played them, they came out strong in the beginning, and then we turned our game around. Supposedly, they played
their worst game of the season. Regardless of the score of the previous
game, out next game could be our last."

Fairfield Midfielder Eileen Murray on Manhattan:
"We have to look at the tournament like we are playing two
teams that we have never played before. We know Manhattan is better
than our 7-0 victory [on September 30] indicates."

MAAC tourney finally comes to Fairfield
By Paul Pennelli
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
For Fairfield, the MAAC tournament is the culmination of a season of successes. Its dominant play in the MAAC has
yielded the top seed in this weekend's upcoming tournament. The Stags have gone
9-0 in conference year, winning many of its
games with ease.
Alumni field will be the testing
ground for the 1998 qualifiers: #1 Fairfield,

#2 Loyola, #3 St. Peter's, and #4 Manhattan. At 1:30 on Friday, Loyola battles the
Pea Hens from St. Peter's. The late game,
Fairfield vs. Manhattan, will take place at
3:30. The winners of these games will meet
at 12:00 on Sunday to decide the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference tournament
champion.
For the first time in the history of
the MAAC, the winner of the post-season
tournament gains an automatic bid to the

NCAA tournament. This raises the stakes
for all teams involved, especially Fairfield,
who fought its way into the NCAA tournament last season.
Some of the best women's soccer
in the country can be seen on Alumni Field
this weekend, and the winner goes on to play
for a national championship.

In conference tournament action,
Women's Soccer
plays at 3:30 on Friday and Field
Hockey plays at 1:00
on Saturday.
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By Michael Keegan
STAFF WRITER
The Siena Saints probably wish
All Saints Day-Sunday November 1-had
fallen a day earlier. It didn't, and last Saturday turned out to be All Stags Day.
Fairfield ripped through Siena
and snatched the win like they were stealing a little kid's Halloween candy, 38-0.
Since it was Halloween, many
of the Stags assumed different identities
for the game. Jim Lopusznick was
Braveheart, slicing through Siena's defense like William Wallace through the
English army. Lopusznick threw for 220
yards and four touchdowns.
Eric Wise, Steven Hadley and
Joe Milligan dressed as magnets. No,
they didn't attract metal objects. They
attracted the ball. Wise had 10 receptions
for 159 yards including a 46-yard touchdown. Hadley caught two touchdowns
from 6 and 48 yards. Milligan caught four
passes including a 15-yard touchdown.
Dan Fitzpatrick wore his bulldozer costume and rolled over Siena for
100 yards as he filled in for the injured
Marvin Royal. Marques Burgess picked
up a burglar costume at Party City and
stole an interception, returning it 69 yards
for a touchdown.
The Stags could have dressed as
the Headless Horsemen. They were fast

SPORTS

If anyone approaches you and
states they knew all along the volleyball
team would be an astounding 25-1 less
than a week into November, they are lying. We knew this team was talented, but
what they have done to this point in the
season is downright shocking. They
aren't just beating everyone they play,
they're destroying them.
Over the past week, three more
teams felt the wrath of the Stags, starting
with Yale on October 28. This match,
held in Alumni Hall, went to Fairfield in
three hard-fought games.
Junior
tri-captain
Jen
McLaughlin, along with stellar freshman
Joanne Saunders, led the way offensively,
garnering 12 and 14 kills, respectively.
Junior tri-captain Liz Bower and freshman Liz Lemon, a native of New Zealand,
each chipped in eight, as the Stags finished with 57 total kills.
Bower, from her setter position,
racked up a somewhat impressive total
of 40 assists for Fairfield. The Stags also
played well from a serving standpoint,
as they managed to accumulate 10 aces.
Ironically, it was McLaughlin and
Saunders, the duo who led the team in
kills, who paced Fairfield in this category.
Each had three aces.
No matter what sport, if you
don't have great defense, you don't win.
Therefore, no one was surprised when the
Stags' reliable "D" came through yet
again in this match. The team finished
with 57 total digs, and were led by Bower
and sophomore Sara Lein, who had 11
each.
One downside to this victory
was the loss of tri-captain Machel Craig.
Mid-way through the first set the talented
sophomore got tangled up with Bower,
causing both to fall to the unforgiving
hardwood. The result was a badly dislo-
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Stags spook Siena
and furious as they ran over Siena, which
This Saturday, the Fairfield
was merely an Ichabod Crane on the Stags
football team is going to Jamaica,
trail to the MAAC Championship. The
mon!...Jamaica, New York that is. JaHeadless Horsemen gained 378 yards on ofmaica is the home of the St. John's Red
Storm.
fense. Poor Ichabod managed only 138
yards-46 rushing-and zero points.
Fairfield goes to New York on
Or, the Stags could have been
a five game winning streak. The last
Mike Tyson. And Siena could have been
two, Canisius and Siena, have been as
Evander
challenging
Holyfield's
as drawing
ear. In the
the plays on
second quarthe chalk"...the Stags could have been Mike
ter alone,
board.
Tyson and Siena could have been
Fairfield bit
The Red
Evander Holyfield's ear. In the second
off 17 points.
Storm (3-4,
A couple
2-3) shut
quarter alone Fairfield bit off 17
more
out
Siena
points."
chomps and
13-0 and
it was 38-0.
easily beat
Canisius
In truth, no one wore a costume during the
30-14. Coming off these two wins, St.
game. They wore the usual uniforms. But
John's should be fired up to wake the
for Siena, the results were uglier than any
Stags from their MAAC championship
monstrous mask you may have seen on
dreams.
Fright Night.
In last year's contest, Steven
On
Saturday,
the
Hadley set the school record for the
Fairfield football players let Siena be the
longest pass play as Fairfield won 34Stags. Not the mighty Stags, as we know
21. The Stags also set the team record
them. Siena was a helpless deer caught in
for most yards gained with 524. Howthe headlights of the hottest football team
ever, St. John's won the 1996 matchup,
in the MAAC, and they were helplessly
43-22.
plowed over.
This season, Fairfield has

Volleyball spikes Eagles, now 25-1
By Bradley Tarr
STAFF WRITER

Inside Sports...
Women's Soccer...
Field Hockey...

cated elbow which will cause her to miss
some games.
"It was an ugly injury, but we believe that she (Craig) will be back earlier
than was originally expected," head coach
Todd Kress said. "There is no doubt that
the injury will affect us in some ways. It
will require us to do some things differently."
The Craig-less 23-1 Stags
marched into their match against Central
Connecticut State last Friday night much
the same way they have done in every
match this season and the result wasn't
pretty. For Central Connecticut that is.
Fairfield mauled their opponent in
straight games, 15-5, 15-7 and 15-5. The
win improved the Stags record to 24-1.
With the obvious exception of
Craig, every Stag on the roster played and
made an impact on the outcome. There
was little surprise that the 6'2" Saunders
was the team's leader (again) in the kill category with 12. Liz Cassinelli was the only
other Stag to finish in double-digits, recording 10 kills. The team combined to finish
with 49 kills.
Carlson tallied three serving aces
to pace Fairfield, while Bower posted 34
assists on the day.
Defensively, only one Stag,
McLaughlin, managed to finish in doubledigits in digs recording 10 on the evening.
Bower chipped in 8 digs and Carlson added
7.
Following a win over Boston College last Sunday, the Stags are gearing up
for their stretch run, not only to the MAAC
tournament, but to the NCAA tournament
as well.
The team played their last MAAC
game of the season on Wednesday night
after the paper went to press. A win would
put a lock on a second straight undefeated
MAAC regular season.
"We want to play well over these
last couple of weeks leading up to the
MAAC tournament," Kress said. "Playing well means beating teams soundly. We
have to stay focused on the task at hand."

been stronger than ever and should win
on Saturday. Jim Lopusznick is currently
ranked first in the MAAC for total offense, with 1,552 passing yards and 211
yards rushing. Eric Wise is first in the
MAAC in receptions with 57. Fairfield's
defense has allowed only 65.9 rushing
yards per game.
St. John's has gained less yards
as a team than Lopusznick has by himself. Their 850 yards passing and 680
yards rushing is 233 yards less than
Lopusznick's 1,763.
In the 1998 season, Fairfield is
ahead of St. John's in almost every category-total offense (374.13-217.86),
'scoring offense (29-12.7), rushing offense (172.5-96.4) and rushing defense
(65.9-84.3). St. John's leads only in turnover ration (+10 to +/-0) and passing
defense (152.3-153.9).
Although St. John's is a better
team than some of Fairfield's recent opponents, the Stags should be ready. The
coaches will have the game plans ready,
and the players will be fiery knowing that
each game will count in their vie for the
MAAC championship.
The Stags will have their galoshes and their umbrellas. They will
be ready for the Red Storm.

Hockey starts ice cold
Stags begin season with six losses
By Rory Murray
STAFF WRITER

Chris Soffel and Rory Eads all played well
for the Stags.
Looking for revenge, the next
The Fairfield hockey program
night the Stags traveled to American Inis now a member of the newest Diviternational where they lost 5-0. Sophosion One hockey league. The MAAC,
more goalie Derek Saunders was the lone
which began this year, consists of
bright spot for the Stags as he made 28
Fairfield, Quinnipiac, Holy Cross, Iona,
saves in a losing effort.
University of Connecticut, Sacred
Fairfield is off to an 0-2 start in
Heart, and Canisius. Fairfield will play
the MAAC, but with four of the eight
each team four times with their one
teams sharing this record, there is no reanon-league game against The U.S. Milison to panic. "There is too much talent
tary Academy, for a total of 32 games.
on this team for us not to win," said junFairfield took the ice for their
ior standout defenseman Rock Dudek. "It
first game against Bentley in the annual
may take a little time, but we will turn
Quinnipiac Cup on Oct. 23. The Stags
things around."
were tied at one
Even though
halfway through
the season is young,
the second period "There is too much talent on
the competition has albefore eventually this team for us not to win."
ready been a lot
losing 7-3. Senior
tougher than last year,
-Rock Dudek
Bill Coughlin led
when the Stags were
the offense with
part of the ECAC
two goals. Juniors
league. "Even though
Rock Dudek, Rob Noble and freshman
we are off to a rough start, this league has
Brendan Foley were solid on defense,
been awesome," said sophomore Rory
but in was not enough as Fairfield could
Eads. "You have to come to play every
only muster three goals.
night or you will get humiliated."
Fairfield lost to Iona in the
The Stags, a young team that
consolation game by a score of 12-3.
carries a combined 16 freshman and
The Red and White began
sophomores, will rely on a hard working
league play in the MAAC Oct. 30 at
style of defense to carry them through the
home against American International
year. "We realize that wins will not come
College. The Stags looked solid in their
easy this year, but every single player on
home opener. Trailing 2-0 after two peour team is committed to winning and we
riods, freshman J.P Barnych netted his
will get better," said captain Conal
first collegiate goal to open the third
Barbuto.
period. With five minutes left in the
"The advantage of playing a 32
game senior captain Rob Curtis tied the
game schedule is that you don't panic if
game with a blistering slap shot from
you lose a couple of games," said second
the slot.
year coach Mike Doneghey. "We play all
American International went
of these teams four times and we will imon the power play with three minutes
prove each time we play them."
left and scored the game-winner on a
The Stags will be at home this
deflected shot to win three to two. SeSaturday against rival Quinnipiac College
nior goalie John True was spectacular
at 8 p.m.
in the loss saving 39 shots. Chris Russo,

